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Abstract— Cells dynamically alter their behavior and adapt
the profile of receptors and ligands they produce in response to
their personal history. This is clear in development and, even more
so, in our understanding of the differentiation and action of the
cells of the immune system. To model the adaptive changes of
leukocytes, we must incorporate the cell’s internal state as it is
shaped by the cell’s history within an environment. To do so, we
have developed a multi-level Gillespie hybrid tracked (MiGHT)
modeling schema. MiGHT derives from our previous modeling
framework TIPS, a tracked interacting particle system (IPS)
modeling framework. TIPS expanded on the IPS modeling
structure by tagging entities to allow for agent-based
manipulations and the tracking of individual agents over the
course of a simulation through complex binding via a hierarchical
structure. In MiGHT we have incorporated the ability to model
internal mechanisms as sub-level self-contained models, which can
both respond to historical events and the microenvironment, as
well as influence their agent’s future behavior. MiGHT also
includes the ability to utilize hybrid simulation methods, including
tau-leaping estimations and differential equation time steps. This
gives us the capability of efficiently simulating differing amounts
of molecules, such as cytokines as well as the ability to efficiently
model internal interactions. Lastly, MiGHT includes an
environment restrictions method, which allows for the
environment to directly affect the behavior of the simulation as
well as the ability to alter the simulation techniques based on
individual bin entity concentrations. This creates a multi-level
simulation in which entities can actively adapt their behavior to
both history and the environment. Using MiGHT we have
simulated the macrophage response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS).
We show that a single population of macrophages can transition
through the stages of macrophage activation and inactivation via
a simple set of dynamics. Furthermore, we show that the systemic
response of macrophages is dependent on how individual
macrophages are distributed within the environment.

mixed. Reactions occur one at a time, chosen randomly, but
weighted on the event’s rate, and the time is updated based on
the overall sum of event rates. By using a non-uniform timestep,
the Gillespie algorithm introduces both time and event order
fluctuations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic models allow investigators to simulate reactions
in a discrete way that can account for fluctuations that are
otherwise ignored within a deterministic approach. Chief
among the list of stochastic simulation techniques is the
Gillespie algorithm [1]. This approach assumes that all
reactions occur between molecules which are homogeneously
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In certain cases, such as predator-prey models, both the
distribution of agents in the simulation and the movement of
these agents play a significant role in how the model behaves
[2]. An interacting particle system (IPS) modeling framework
is a multi-dimensional Gillespie algorithm in which the
environment is binned. The IPS framework allows for a
spatially stochastic model that can incorporate the
heterogeneous mixing of agents in the model as well as
environmental dependencies by allowing discrete agents in the
model to interact locally and migrate between patches that are
spatially connected. IPS models rely only on basic assumptions
and thus, can retrace phenomena to basic components [3-5].
However, IPS models look exclusively at population dynamics
and cannot detail the path or history of an individual agent
within that model. Unlike IPS models, agent based models
(ABMs) describe each agent separately. ABMs can therefore
both track agents and apply individual differences in agent
behavior. This, however, makes ABMs much more
computationally intensive and the cause-effect connection of
emergent events much more difficult to understand and
quantify [6].
Here we present MiGHT, a multi-level Gillespie hybrid
tracked modeling framework, which allows for agents to be
tracked and adapt to the environment and the history of their
events. This framework derives from our previously published,
TIPS (tracked IPS), modeling framework [7]. TIPS expanded
on the IPS modeling structure by tagging molecules to track the
individual molecules over the course of a simulation while
allowing the underlying dynamics of the simulation to behave
as an IPS. In doing so, we allowed for agent tracking, agentbased manipulations, and the incorporation of history.
However, TIPS was limited by the general restrictions of an IPS
modeling framework, in which each event, movement and
interaction, must happen one molecule or interaction at a time.
TIPS can allow for agents within the simulation to adapt to their
history in a very primitive way, but TIPS is not ideal for
modeling biological phenomena where agents have complex
adaptive behaviors to both their history and the environment.

To model the interactions of cells and their inter and intracellular signaling, it is more practical to model the internal
workings of agents as internal models which can influence the
behavior of the agent, directly interact with the environment,
and respond to historical interactions.
MiGHT expands on TIPS by allowing for sub-level selfcontained models of internal features within an individual
agent, which can be influenced by historical events and the
environment and can influence agent behavior. We implement
this capability to utilize hybrid methods of simulation,
improving on what can be simulated and reducing the
computational time needed to simulate many biological
phenomena. We further incorporate environmental restrictions
which allow for the environment to directly affect the behavior
of the simulation as well as the ability to alter the simulation
techniques based on individual bin molecular counts. These
methods allow us to create a time efficient multi-level
simulation in which agents within our simulation can actively
adapt their behavior to both history and the environment.
MiGHT is built on a long tradition of spatially resolved
agent-based mathematical modeling techniques used to study
cellular immune interactions [8-14]. Novel to MiGHT is the
tracking of tagged agents with a hierarchical structure and the
incorporation of environmental and agent intrinsic values
which are updated either deterministically or discretely,
through differential equations or binomial estimations. In doing
so, we can implement both temporal and behavioral
stochasticity in how entities are updated.
Looking at the macrophage inflammatory response, more
specifically the macrophage response to lipopolysaccharide
(LPS), we show the advantages of the MiGHT simulation
system. Macrophages are white blood cells that are thought to
be activated in a polarized way, either promoting inflammation
or promoting healing and repair [15]. Current immunological
models consider the switch from immune activation to be one
of populations from naïve M0 macrophages to M1 activated
macrophages, which switch to M2 when the immune system
ends the immune response. These different macrophage
populations are identified by associated expression of
cytokines: tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFĮ) for M1 and
interleukin 10 (IL-10) for M2 macrophages. Previous
macrophage simulations have relied on this concept of
polarized macrophage populations to simulate a macrophage
response to bacteria [34-36]. Macrophages were modeled as
four distinct populations, resident (M0), infected (M1),
classically (MA), and alternatively activated macrophages
(M2) through compartmental ODE models. Within these
models, TNF and IL10 were utilized to change the distribution
of the macrophage populations. This paradigm, however, needs
reassessment, as macrophage effector function appears to be
more heterogeneous, acting on a gradient between two
extremes, producing both TNFĮ and IL-10 in tandem.
Moreover, it has been found that macrophage polarization can
dynamically adapt to changes in cytokine microenvironments
[28, 37]. We will use the MiGHT simulation system to model
the macrophage LPS response and suggest an alternate view of
macrophage inflammatory response that does not require polar
opposite homogenous populations.

II. METHODS
MiGHT is a simulation modeling framework which utilizes
the exact Gillespie algorithm while considering the spatial
dynamics and the internal regulation of interacting agents. The
simulation environment of MiGHT is separated into a binned
space in which each bin represents a volume in which we
consider the entities to be well-mixed. Entities are able to move
from bin to bin based on the bin size, the agent rate of motion,
and environmental factors, allowing for heterogeneous mixing
[38].
The entities of MiGHT are divided into TIPS based entities,
environmental entities, and internal feature values. The TIPS
based entities can be tracked and always have discrete counts.
TIPS based entities that are tagged can be tracked, or undergo
any type of agent based manipulation, or have a self-contained
simulation within. In the case of our macrophage model, the
macrophages are a tagged, TIPS based entity. Environmental
entities cannot be tracked and unlike untagged TIPS based
entities can have a discrete or non-discrete count. These entities
can directly interact with TIPS based entities, other
environmental entities, or with internal features. LPS, IL-10,
and TNF are environmental entities in our macrophage model.
Internal feature values correspond to an internal molecule
count, historical value, or agent feature. The feature values can
be altered by a historical event, can interact with the
environment, or can be updated internally as a sub-level selfcontained model. The internal feature values of the macrophage
model correspond to P50, P65, STAT1, and STAT3 relative
concentrations and are specific to each macrophage.
Our MATLAB coding of MiGHT and information on the
underlying structures which we utilize to run MiGHT are here
(https://github.com/DrexelSystemsImmunologyLab/MiGHT).
We are constantly working on developing a more globally
implemented MATLAB algorithm for MiGHT with an
improved easy to use interface.
A. Hierarchical Structure of MiGHT
The ability in MiGHT to tag individual TIPS based entities
is vital for agent tracking, agent-based manipulations, and the
incorporation of history even throughout complex binding. The
most basic entity structure is that of a single tagged agent. It is
stored as the tag number in a cell, i.e. {1}. When this combines
with another single agent, the two agents are removed from
their individual cells and combined in a single cell representing
a complex i.e. {1 2}. Each location within this cell is specific
for a certain entity type in which the number represents the tag
of an individual agent. If we were to combine this complex, {1
2}, with another agent, the behavior of the individual
components would dictate the hierarchical structure that is
formed. If the entity behavior of either agent of the complex
behaved individually when combining, then the new
combination remains on the same level as these entities, i.e. {1
2 3}. However, if entities behave as a single component within
the new complex, then they move to a sub-level within the
complex that is in a second cell, i.e. {{1 2} 3}. If this complex
behaves as a single component within another complex, this
would again be placed in its own cell, forming another level in
the complex.

As an example of the use of such complex binding let us
consider the binding of T lymphocytes to an antigen presenting
cell (APC). When these cells bind, an immune synapse is
formed as an interface between the two cells [39]. Here, these
cells may directly affect the internal state of each other [40].
Thus, it may be more beneficial to model these cells interacting
over time instead of an instantaneous interaction. Our
hierarchical structure gives the capability to track these cells
through this interaction while adapting the future behavior of
one or both cells while bound. For this example, consider T
cells to be the 1st entity type, an APC to be the 2nd entity type,
and the two cells bound by an immune synapse to be the 3rd
entity type. Thus, if we consider their interaction to be in two
dimensions, we would simulate the binding of the ith T cell with
the tag, T1,i, with the jth APC with the tag, T2,j, in bin(x,y) as
follows :
ݐ݊ܧሺ͵ሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻǤ ܶܽ݃ሺ݁݊݀  ͳሻ ൌ ሼܶଵǡ ܶଶǡ ሽ
ݐ݊ܧሺͳሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻǤ ܶܽ݃ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሾሿ
ݐ݊ܧሺʹሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻǤ ܶܽ݃ሺ݆ሻ ൌ ሾሿǤ
In this way MiGHT binds the two tags together within a
hierarchical structure, adds this structure to the cell array which
corresponds with the cells bound by an immune synapse, and
removes the individual cell hierarchical structure tags from
their individual cell arrays. If the ith T cell was instead chosen
for a movement event from bin(x1,y) to bin(x2,y), then we
would move the hierarchical structure to its new array based on
the bin:
ݐ݊ܧሺͳሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔଶ ǡ ݕሻǤ ܶܽ݃ሺ݁݊݀  ͳሻ ൌ ሼܶଵǡ ሽ
ݐ݊ܧሺͳሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔଵ ǡ ݕሻǤ ܶܽ݃ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሾሿ
Entities which are not being tracked do not need to be
tagged; Instead, just the number of molecules within a bin can
be recorded. i.e. if we were not tracking individual APCs, but
just their overall unbound amount, the binding would look like:
ݐ݊ܧሺ͵ሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻǤ ܶܽ݃ሺ݁݊݀  ͳሻ ൌ ሼܶଵǡ ሽ
ݐ݊ܧሺͳሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻǤ ܶܽ݃ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሾሿ
ݐ݊ܧሺʹሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻǤ  ݐ݊ݑܥൌ ݐ݊ܧሺʹሻǤ ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻǤ  ݐ݊ݑܥെ ͳ
There are a multitude of different binding event types which
change how the hierarchical structures are manipulated. Many
of these have been coded that can be found at our lab’s
repository:
(https://github.com/DrexelSystemsImmunologyLab/MiGHT).
Parallel to the tagged hierarchical structure array of an
entity is a feature value cell array in which each agent tag of the
entity structure array has a corresponding vector of agent
features, i.e. for the jth agent of entity i, we would have a feature
vector corresponding to a tag, such that
൛ܶǡ ൟ ֞  ሼܨǡǡଵ ǡ ܨǡǡଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨǡǡ ሽ.
These features could be values for history, internal molecular
counts, physical features, or a plethora of other aspects of an
agent that impact the simulation by how the agent interacts with
the environment or other entities. During any type of complex

binding, these feature vectors follow the hierarchical structure
parallel to their tags.
B. Environment Restrictions
Within MiGHT, the environment itself can be stochastic.
Each bin represents an area in the environment with its own
make up of entities, allowing us to simulate the spatial
heterogeneity of entities. Furthermore, the dynamics of the
simulation within a bin may differ from other bins. This allows
us to simulate environmental heterogeneity in MiGHT
simulation dynamics. To account for this, we have implemented
in MiGHT the capability of environmental restrictions. These
restrictions can be based on the bin location, the entity makeup of the bins, or a combination of the two. How this is
implemented to control rates and interactions is better explained
in section C.
C. MiGHT Initiation and Event Rates
To initialize MiGHT, the agents of the entities are placed
throughout the environment. We calculate the rate of each agent
in the case of an agent-based reaction, followed by the rate of
each event within a given bin, the overall reaction rate of the
bin, and then the total rate.
The rate of an event to occur in each bin can be dependent
on multiple aspects of the model; these include entity counts,
environmental restrictions, agent internal feature values, and
rate constants. We store a function for each event’s non-agent
dependent rate and which entity counts and restrictions effect
this rate. We then evaluate that function with the values of the
restrictions. Consider event(i) to be a binding event of two
entities with a rate, R1,2, in which the rate was set as the
multiplication of the rate constant, C1,2, the count of the agents
of that type of entity and the restriction, Res1,2, such that
ܴଵǡଶ ൌ ܴ݁ݏଵǡଶ ܥ כଵǡଶ ݉ݑܰ כ൫ݐ݊ܧሺͳሻ൯ ݉ݑܰ כሺݐ݊ܧሺʹሻሻ.
We would then evaluate the function for the rate, R1,2, with the
input of the entity counts of entity 1 and 2 and the value of the
restriction, Res1,2.
Event rates can be set to be agent-dependent, as opposed to
being solely dependent on the entity counts. If this is the case,
the rate of the event and the choice of which agent undergoes
the event are based on the internal features of individual agents.
In each simulated event in the Gillespie algorithm loop, we set
the event’s rate to be dependent on zero, one, or two agent’s
internal features. This is limited to two agents as the exact
Gillespie algorithm never considers there to be an event in
which three agents will bind simultaneously [1]. However, one
of the agents may be a composite or complex of previously
combined agents. In the case of the event’s rate being
dependent on zero agent’s internal features, the rate is
determined as above. If the rate is dependent on 1 or 2 agents,
we consider the event’s rate to be that of the multiplication of
an agent dependent rate, AR, and an agent non-dependent rate,
R. R is calculated as above and AR is calculated in an analogous
way. The difference is that the inputs that go into an agent
dependent rate are solely that of the internal value features of
the agents. The individual rates are stored in a vector for a 1
agent based rate and as a matrix for a 2 agent based rate where
each term corresponds to an agent or a set of agents rate. The

overall event rate would be the sum of the agent dependent rates
multiplied by the non-dependent rate, i.e., if the agent
dependency equals zero, the rate is determined by:
ሺሻǤ  ൌ ሺሻǤ 
Otherwise the event’s rate is determined by:
ሺሻǤ  ൌ ሺሻǤ   כሺሺሻǤ ሻǤ
An example of two agent dependent binding is the T
cell/APC binding example we discussed earlier. Here we
cannot simply multiply a rate due to the T cell by the rate of the
APC, but instead must consider the affinity between the T cell’s
receptor and the displayed antigen/MHC complex of the APC.
This affinity of this binding would not change based on the
environment. The rate of binding, however, could be altered by
environmental features, such as cytokines. Due to this, if we
wrote a simulation for T cell/APC binding, we would consider
the agent-dependent rate as the factor that is the result of affinity
and the non-agent dependent rate that is a result of cytokine
concentrations and rate constants.
Monte Carlo Step and Updating
MiGHT utilizes a Monte Carlo step to determine the time
interval for the next event to occur as well as randomly choose,
in order, the bin in which an event occurs within, the event
which occurs, and potentially which agent or set of agents
undergoes the event. A random number, r, is utilized to
determine the timestep, Ĳ, for an event to occur based on the
total sum of event rates by the formula:
߬ ൌ

ͳ
ͳ
݈݊ ൬ ൰Ǥ
ܴ௧௧
ݎ

The probability of Bin(x,y) being chosen as the bin for the
next event to occur is set equal to the contribution of the rate of
event occurrence from the bin, RBin(x,y) , to the total sum of event
rates, Rtot, such that
ܲሺ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻሻ ൌ

ோಳሺೣǡሻ
ோ

.

To choose a bin, we vectorize the probabilities of the bins,
generate a random number, r, between 0 and 1, and choose the
bin based on where this random number falls within the
probabilities of bins, such that we choose bin(j) if


ିଵ

 ܲ൫݊݅ܤሺ݅ሻ൯  ݎƬ  ܲ൫݊݅ܤሺ݅ሻ൯ ൏ ݎǤ
ୀଵ

ୀଵ

The event is chosen in an analogous way. Here, the probability
that event i is chosen as the event to occur given that Bin(x,y)
is chosen is the contribution of the rate of occurrence from the
event, RE(i), to bin(x,y)’s total rate of occurrence, such that
ܲሺܧሺ݅ሻȁ݊݅ܤሺݔǡ ݕሻሻ ൌ

ோಶሺሻȁಳሺೣǡሻ
ோಳሺೣǡሻ

.

It is important to state that the order in which the event and bin
is chosen theoretically should not at all effect how a simulation
behaves. However, you would have to weigh the choice of bin
conditionally on the chosen event.

When a TIPS based entity that is tagged is set to react,
MiGHT randomly chooses which individual agent from that bin
undergoes the interaction. This choice is weighted based on the
agent dependent weight if the reaction is agent based. Here, an
additional random number is utilized to determine the agent or
set of agents that undergoes the event in a way analogous to the
decision of which bin is chosen.
Once, these values are chosen, the system is updated to
execute whichever event was chosen with the given agents as
well as increase the time step and these steps are iterated until
the simulation time has been exceeded. The internal state of an
agent may be dependent on the event which has occurred. To
update internal feature values due to an event occurring, we
couple the event with a change of the internal feature values.
To determine an internal feature’s new value, we evaluate an
equation which can consider the previous value of that internal
feature, other internal features, the event that has occurred, and
the environment. The event itself may also be to only update
the internal state of an agent. This was designed to so that an
agent’s features can change independent of an interaction, as a
self-contained sub-level simulation, in response to the
environment, or in response to the internal features of a bound
agent within the same hierarchical complex. For example, the
internal state of the cell may change due to environmental
factors, such as cytokines. This cell might also release signaling
molecules, such as cytokines, into the environment over time.
To attempt to reduce the number of calculations for a given
iteration, we choose to only update event rates which are
dependent on the entity counts or internal feature values of an
entity which may change due to the event chosen for the Monte
Carlo Step in the bin or bins in which the event occurs. To do
so, we attach a vector to each event corresponding to the entities
which may change during the event. We also attach to each
entity type a vector corresponding to the events whose rates are
based on that entity. With this vector we can find the unique set
of rates which need to be updated following the occurrence of
each event. If any internal feature value is changed for an agent,
we update all agent based rates of events in which the rate is
dependent on that entity. However, we only update the
components of the rate that are directly dependent on the
specific agent which has undergone the event. If a new
individual agent is added and we are calculating a 1 agent
dependent rate, a new calculated value corresponding to that
specific agent is added to the end of the agent dependent vector.
If we are calculating a 2 agent dependent rate, we calculate and
attach a new row or column to the end, depending on if the new
agent is the first or second agent in the rate calculation. If the
agent is removed during the event, we delete its corresponding
value, row, or column. Lastly, if the agent is changed, we
update its corresponding value, row, or column.
D. Hybrid Integration and Model Sampling
When an IPS model is not feasible, such as the diffusion of
many molecules, MiGHT allows for the hybrid use of other
modeling schemas in tandem to the stochastic simulation of
TIPS. These modeling schemas include global events and tauleaping approximation events that can be used to update the
internal feature values and environmental entities of the
simulation. Global events are events which occur in every bin.

These events can be simulated via differential equations or
binomial estimations and will generally be events which
estimate the overall behavior of many agents, such as the
simulation of cytokine diffusion.
Global events are not considered in the total rate within the
main Gillespie algorithm loop of the MiGHT simulation.
Instead, MiGHT updates global events at a given timestep
parallel to the Gillespie loop [13]. Each global event’s given
timestep can be different for each global event type, i.e. the ith
global event has a timestep, Gtau(i). MiGHT first decides the
timestep, Ĳ, of the next event in the Gillespie algorithm loop.
Next, the simulation loops through all global events which
occur prior to that time step ordered by the time of their next
occurrence, Gtime, and then by the order in which the events
are in. Single global events can occur multiple times prior to the
next stochastic event or vice versa, depending on their temporal
scale:
while any(Gtime < T + Ĳ)
Idx = min(Gtime)
Run_Global_Event(Idx)
Gtime(Idx) = Gtime(Idx) + Gtau (Idx)
End
The second type of modeling schema that is incorporated into
our modeling framework is a non-global approximation which
resembles a tau-leaping methodology. In tau-leaping, at a given
tau timestep in a simulation with N bins, an independent Monte
Carlo method is used to choose a bin and update it and repeat
this process for a total of N independent times, each time
updating the chosen bin for an estimate of events within that bin
for a timestep of tau [41]. The state of the bin can be updated in
a non-discrete, deterministic way by using differential
equations or in a discrete stochastic way by using a binomial
estimation. We incorporate this modeling schema into the
Gillespie simulation loop by giving each bin a rate of 1/tau of
being updated by a tau-leaping methodology. When chosen, a
bin is updated by the event’s set of differential equations or
binomial estimations for a timestep of tau.
E. Macrophage Model
MiGHT is applied to a model of macrophage activation and
adaptation through the NF-kB pathway in response to LPS. LPS
are endotoxins on the outer membrane of Gram negative
bacteria that potently activates macrophages [16, 17]. When
activated by LPS, macrophages produce pro-inflammatory
cytokines such as TNFĮ [18]. IFNȖ (interferon gamma) priming
of macrophages prior to LPS stimulation enhances LPSinduced TNFĮ production [19] and the expression of NF-kB
subunit P65 mRNA [20]. This is vital to a pro-inflammatory
response, as P65 is required for induction of TNFĮ dependent
genes [21], and TNFĮ further activates the cell through a
positive feedback loop with NF-kB [22]. STAT1 and 3 are
transcription factors that regulate NF-kB transactivation. IFNȖ
triggers prolonged STAT1 activation [23], while not activating
STAT3 [24]. STAT3 downregulates the production of TNFĮ
[25] and was found to bind and inhibit p65 transactivation [26].
STAT1, however, interacts with p65 without inhibiting
transactivation [27]. Alternative activation of macrophages is
characterized as an activation that downregulates inflammatory

cytokines, promoting healing, and is characterized by an
increase of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 [28]. IL-10
mediates an anti-inflammatory response through the activation
of STAT3 [29] and selectively induces nuclear translocation
and DNA-binding of p50 homodimers while blocking p65
translocation [30]. P50 homodimers lack transactivation
domains and have been shown to be upregulated in LPS
tolerance and to suppress TNFĮ gene expression and
production [31, 32], and to selectively inhibit stimuli that
transiently activate p65-p50 complexes [33].
To test the capabilities of a cell population level
implementation of MiGHT, we created a simplified model of
macrophage differentiation and inflammation. To do so, we
limited the internal macrophage reactions to only contain P50,
P65, STAT1, and STAT3 transcription factors with the external
cytokines of IL-10 and TNF and the initiation of activation
through LPS. We adjusted STAT1 within this simulation to
allow us to simulate multiple levels of co-stimulation within
cells.
We developed our macrophage model to show a potential
set of macrophage dynamics based on physiologically realistic
levels of TNF and IL10[42] expressed in a single diverse
population of macrophages over time. Rates are given in table
1 and are relative to specific binding rates and TNF/IL10
concentrations. These parameters were calibrated to reduce the
dimensionality of the parameter space and to make the model
solvable, eliminating unknown parameters from the model. A
value of 1 for STAT1 corresponds to the concentration which
halves the production of STAT3, a value of 1 of STAT3
corresponds to the concentration which halves the production
of P65, a value of 1 of P50 corresponds to the concentration of
P50 for half maximal IL10 production, and a value of 1 of P65
corresponds to the concentration of P65 for half maximal TNF
production when P50 is at a value of 1. A value of 1 of LPS
corresponds to the concentration of LPS needed to produce P50
at a rate which is equal to 1 ng/ml of TNF. Our set of differential
equations are below as follows:
݀ሾͲͳܮܫሿ ൌ ܴܮܫ

݀ሾܶܰܨሿ ൌ  ܨܰܶܤ ܴܶܰܨ

ሾܲͷͲሿଶ
െ  כ ܮܫܦሾͲͳܮܫሿ
ͳ  ሾܲͷͲሿଶ
ሺሾܲͷͲሿ  כሾܲͷሿሻଶ
െ  כ ܨܰܶܦሾܶܰܨሿ
ͳ  ሺሾܲͷͲሿ  כሾܲͷሿሻଶ

݀ሾܵܲܮሿ ൌ  כ ܵܲܮܦሾܵܲܮሿ
݀ሾܲͷͲሿ ൌ ܴͳܲͷͲ  כሺሾܶܰܨሿ  ሾܵܲܮሿሻ  ܴʹܲͷͲ  כሾͲͳܮܫሿ െ ܲܦͷͲ  כሾܲͷͲሿ

݀ሾܲͷሿ ൌ ܴܲͷ כ

ሺሾܶܰܨሿ  ሾܵܲܮሿሻ
െ ܲܦͷ  כሾܲͷሿ
ͳ  ሾܵܶ͵ܶܣሿ

݀ሾܵܶ͵ܶܣሿ ൌ ܴܵ͵ כ

ሾܲͷͲሿଶ
െ  כ ͵ܵܦሾܵܶ͵ܶܣሿ
ሺͳ  ሾܵܶͳܶܣሿሻ

Table 1. Model reaction rates and initial entity counts
Reaction
Variable
RIL
DIL
BTNF
RTNF
DTNF
DLPS
DP50
DP65
DS3
Entity
Concentration
[IL10]
[TNF]

Reaction
Rate
200 pg/(ml*hr)
1.2/hr
720 pg/(ml*hr)
21.6 ng/(ml*hr)
24/hr
6/hr
7/hr
3/hr
1.2/hr
Initial
Value
4 pg/ml
30 pg/ml

Reaction
Variable
R1P50
R2P50
RP65
RS3
Entity Relative
Concentration
[LPS]
[P50]
[P65]
[STAT3]
[STAT1]

Relative
Rate
0.008/hr
0.06/hr
0.04/hr
10/hr
Initial
Value
600
0.04
0.2
0
0

To implement MiGHT, we placed macrophages into an
environment where cytokines can diffuse. The diffusion and
degradation of TNF, IL10, and LPS were simulated through a
global, differential equation, event. The internal workings
which generate TNF and IL10, as well as the change in P50,
P65, and STAT3 internal concentrations were simulated as a
differential equation internal event which was updated using
our tau-leaping methodology. We first modeled a single cell
within a single bin environment with different amounts of
STAT1 concentrations, allowing us to compare the
implementation of this model with MiGHT to the differential
equation implementation. Next, we placed 9 macrophages
within a 9 by 9 binned environment, with each bin representing
an area of 0.25 ml. We placed the macrophages in two
configurations, a uniform spread distribution and a grouped
distribution (Fig. 1). LPS was placed within the environment
either locally, at the centermost bin, or globally among all bins.
The generation rates of both IL10 and TNF were doubled in
comparison to differential equation model to compensate for
the loss of cytokines due to diffusion, and the diffusion rate of
both cytokines was set to 20 bins per hour. We utilized a robust
graphical estimate of confidence intervals (CIs) computed from
upper (UQ) and lower (UL) quartiles for N data points by the
equation  ܫܥൌ ͳǤͷ  כሺܷܳ െ ܳܮሻȀξܰ [43].
III. RESULTS
To frame our MiGHT results in a wider context, we first
simulated the dynamics of the macrophage response to LPS
through a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). We
compared the ODE results to the MiGHT simulation of a single

Fig 1: The distributions of cells within our simulation environment. A. A
uniform distribution in which cells are equally dispersed. B. A grouped
distribution of cells within the environment. This represents the cells being
recruited to a local signal.

macrophage population within a single bin or homogeneous
environment (Fig. 2). Both modeling techniques presented
equivalent results for population dynamics, showing that global
and internal events in MiGHT behave properly. The simulated
macrophage population produced a TNF response followed by
an IL10 response in the presence of only one cell type, showing
that there is no need for multiple phenotypes for these cells to
produce both pro and anti-inflammatory responses at the
population level. The presence of co-stimulation, simulated by
an increase in STAT1, showed a prolonged signal.
Next, we simulated multiple cells within an environment in
either a uniform cell distribution or clustered in a group (Fig.
1). We simulated these cells without any concentration of
STAT1, while introducing LPS either locally (at Bin(5,5),
which is the central bin of the environment - Fig. 1) or globally
(at every bin). We then measured cytokine expression locally
and globally (Fig. 3). At the local level, TNF and IL10 cytokine
concentrations changed much the same in response to global or
local LPS administration. In both cases of LPS administration,
local levels of TNF and Il-10 were higher when macrophages
were in a grouped and not uniform distribution. The only
different effect of local administration on local cytokine levels
was a slight delay in cytokine dynamics (Fig. 3a and b). When
we looked at the global response the effect of the distribution
the activation signal and distribution of macrophages was more
pronounced. While both distributions responded very similarly
to a global LPS signal (Fig3c), the uniformly distributed
macrophages did not globally respond to a local signal injected
only at Bin(5,5), while grouped macrophages showed TNF and
IL10 signals post local LPS activation that were comparable to
those resulting from global LPS activation (Fig. 3d). This

Fig 2. The macrophage response to LPS simulated with an ODE and a single-binned homogeneous implementation of MiGHT under various levels of STAT1. A. STAT1
concentration = 0 B. STAT1 concentration = 1 C. STAT1 concentration = 10. Shaded areas correspond to non-parametric 95% confidence intervals.

Fig 3. Local (Bin(5,5)) and global macrophage response to local and global LPS administration. Macrophages were distributed uniformly within the
environment or grouped together, mimicking their recruitment to an infection. Shaded areas correspond to non-parametric 95% confidence intervals.

suggests that utilizing a population with the same parameters of
action, we can shift from a state where local excitation elicits
no response to one that does simply by changing the distribution
of cells.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We created a novel modeling framework which allows for
cellular adaptation due to history and the environment. With
this novel modeling schema, we can follow individual agents as
they move and undergo complex binding within our simulation.
We can model these agents’ internal features as sub-level selfcontained models which can directly impact the behavior of
each given agent. By implementing multiple simulation
techniques, we can efficiently model not only complex
individual behaviors, but also the mass population dynamics
which are needed to model biological phenomena such as
cytokine diffusion. Taken together these components of
MiGHT make it a powerful modeling technique, which can be
implemented to fit a plethora of biological systems.
We applied MiGHT to model macrophage response to LPS.
Macrophages were modeled to adapt their cytokine production
based on the cell’s internal state, which is dependent on the
cell’s history of cytokine interaction and co-stimulation. With
this model we have shown that a heterogeneous population of
macrophages can transition through the stages of macrophage
activation through a simple set of dynamics. Furthermore, the
systematic response of macrophages is dependent on how
individual macrophages are distributed within the environment
and not on mass action of homogenous polarized populations.
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